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Practical applications of online handwritten character recognition demand robust and highly accurate
recognition along with low memory requirements. The Active-DTW [11] classifier proposed by Sridhar et
al. combines the advantages of generative and discriminative classifiers to address the similarity of
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small number of training samples, and adapts the classifier to the new samples presented to the system
during recognition. We compare the performance of Active-DTW using the proposed adaptation
framework, with a nearest-neighbor classifier using an LVQ-based adaptation scheme, on the online
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Abstract

Practical applications of online handwritten character
recognition demand robust and highly accurate recogni-
tion along with low memory requirements. The Active-
DTW [11] classifier proposed by Sridhar et al. combines
the advantages of generative and discriminative classifiers
to address the similarity of between-class samples, while
taking into account the variability of writing styles within
the same character class. Active-DTW uses Active Shape
Models to model the significant writing styles in a memory-
efficient manner. However, in order to create accurate mod-
els, a large number of training samples is needed up front,
which is not desirable or available in many practical ap-
plications. In this paper, we propose a supervised adap-
tation framework for the Active-DTW classifier which al-
lows recognition to begin with a small number of train-
ing samples, and adapts the classifier to the new samples
presented to the system during recognition. We compare
the performance of Active-DTW using the proposed adap-
tation framework, with a nearest-neighbor classifier using
an LVQ-based adaptation scheme, on the online handwrit-
ten Tamil character dataset.

1. Introduction

Online handwritten character recognition is faced with
new challenges due to the growing need for supporting pen-
based text input methods on various mobile computers such
as modern mobile phones and Smartphones, in a variety
of languages and scripts. These devices are constrained
by relatively low computational power and limited mem-
ory. Many of the scripts being addressed, such as the In-
dic scripts, consist of a large number of different characters
with similar shapes, and different writing styles for the same
character.

The Active-DTW classifier proposed by Sridhar et

al [11] combines advantages of generative and discrimina-
tive classifiers to address these issues. Active-DTW uses
Active Shape Models to capture distinct writing styles of
each character in a compact form, and incorporates the dis-
criminating content of the samples that do not naturally
form clusters. However, in order to create accurate mod-
els, a large number of training samples is needed, which are
often unavailable and expensive to collect for new scripts.

In this paper, we propose a supervised adaptation frame-
work for the Active-DTW classifier to address these chal-
lenges. The adaptation framework allows the recognizer
to be deployed using a very small training set, and adapt
the models using samples of new styles over time. The pa-
per is organized as follows. We first briefly describe the
Active-DTW classifier and review related literature in Ac-
tive Shape Models and writer adaptation for online hand-
written character recognition. The adaptation framework
for Active-DTW is then described. We then experimentally
evaluate the performance of Active-DTW with adaptation,
and compare it with a nearest-neighbor classifier using an
LVQ-based adaptation scheme, on the online handwritten
Tamil character dataset. We conclude the paper with a dis-
cussion of future research directions.

2. Active-DTW Classifier
The Active-DTW classifier is based on using Active

Shape Models to capture writing styles of each character
class. Distinct writing styles are determined by clustering
the training samples. Active Shape Models [3] are the sta-
tistical models of a set of samples, that capture the principal
variations of samples from the mean of the set. The princi-
pal variations are represented by a set of orthogonal eigen
vectors obtained by principal component analysis (PCA). A
valid deformation of a model is a weighted sum of the prin-
cipal variations to the mean, within the limits described by
the model. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the data pro-
jected on the principal eigenvectors form a hyper-ellipsoid,
whose boundaries are given by the corresponding eigen val-
ues.Thus, new sample can be generated from the model



by applying the limits on the boundary of hyper-ellipsoid
which is generally order of thrice the square root of eigen-
values.

Training samples that do not form prominent clus-
ters typically correspond to rarely occurring writing styles
within the training set. Active-DTW stores these as individ-
ual “free samples”.

The objective of Active-DTW is to compute an optimal
deformation sample of a model that minimizes the distance
to the test sample. Active-DTW works by classifying the
test sample as the class to which the distance is minimum.
Distance to a class is defined as the minimum distance com-
puted using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) of the test sam-
ple to all the optimal deformations and free samples of the
class.
2.1. Training and Recognition

Training the Active-DTW classifier requires clustering
the training dataset, and creating shape models for each
character, as in Algorithm-1.

Algorithm 1 Active-DTW Classifier: Training
1: Vnc, Enc, µnc, Mnc: Eigen vectors, eigen values,

mean, number of samples of nth cluster of class c

2: for each class c = 1 . . . C, do
3: Cluster the training samples of class c

4: for each cluster nc = 1 . . .Nc & Mnc >

MinClusterSize, do
5: Perform eigen analysis of cluster nc, compute

{Vnc, Enc, Mnc, µnc}
6: end for
7: for each cluster nc = 1 . . .Nc&Mnc ≤

MinClusterSize do
8: Add the samples in cluster nc to the set Snc of free

samples of class c

9: end for
10: Represent the shape model of class c as Θc =

{Vnc, Enc, Mnc, µnc, Snc}
11: end for

For our experiments, MinClusterSize was determined
empirically and set to 2.

In order to classify a given test sample, the optimal de-
formation from each Active Shape Model is computed. The
optimal deformation corresponds to the nearest sample that
can be generated using the model as described in [11]. The
DTW distance of the test sample to each of the optimal de-
formations and the free samples of every class is computed.
The test sample is assigned label of the class to which the
DTW distance computed is minimum, as in Algorithm-2.

3. Background and Related Work
Active Shape Model (ASM) [3] is a technique similar

to the Active Contour Model [8] to model variations in a

Algorithm 2 Active-DTW Classifier: Recognition
1: T : The test sample
2: Return value: c: Label of the class
3: for each class c = 1 . . . C do
4: for each cluster nc = 1 . . .Nc do
5: Compute the optimal deformation sample, Dnc

6: end for
7: Compute the minimum DTW distance from T to all

the optimal deformations Dc, and free samples Sc as
Active − DTWdistance(T, c) =
min{DTWdistance(T, Dc), DTWdistance(T, Sc)}

8: Return label of the class to which the DTW distance
is minimum
c = argminc=1...C(Active−DTWdistance(T, c))

9: end for

class, but has the advantage that instances of an ASM can
only deform in the ways found in its training set. A de-
tailed description of training and applications of ASM is
presented by Cootes et al. [4]. Training the ASM requires
representing shape of an object using a number of land-
mark points. The within-shape variations are represented
using PCA. ASM has widely been used in the pattern recog-
nition problems involving large between-class variability.
They have profound applications in facial features extrac-
tion [15], detecting variable objects, like hands and face [6]
and for medical image analysis [5].

There has been some work in the area of writer adapta-
tion for online handwritten character recognition. Szummer
et al. [12] proposed a method to adapt a writer-independent
classifier to individual writers using the method of experts.
Adaptation to a writer is carried out by choosing a com-
bination of classifiers for that user. Vouri et al. [14, 13]
proposed various strategies for online adaptation of nearest-
neighbor classifiers for online handwritten character recog-
nition, using Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) [9]. The
basic strategies included adding new prototypes, reshaping
existing prototypes, inactivating confusing prototypes, and
combinations of these basic strategies. For example, the
adaptation strategy Add adds the input character into the
prototype set if the closest prototype belongs to a wrong
class. AddAndLvq-strategy reshapes the nearest prototype
if it belongs to the correct class. Otherwise, the input char-
acter is added to the prototype set. The reshaping of the
prototypes is based on a modified version of the LVQ [10].
In addition, they propose to control these adaptation strate-
gies by setting an upper limit on the number of prototypes
or switching the adaptation on or off, depending on the clas-
sifier’s performance.



4. An Adaptation Framework for Active-DTW
We propose a framework to adapt the shape models cre-

ated by Active-DTW classifier during training, using new
labeled samples encountered during testing. Incrementally
adapting a model of class c to a new sample requires compu-
tation of the modified model Θnew

c from the already learned
model Θc and the test sample Tnew.

Based on whether the test sample is closer to model of a
cluster or to a free sample of the class, either the model cor-
responding to the cluster or the set of free samples is modi-
fied. The following two subsections describe the method to
adapt models of clusters and free samples.
4.1. Adapting model of a cluster

We derive the new ASMs of each cluster along the
lines of method described by Hall et al [7]. This in-
volves incremental computation of the eigenvalues, eigen-
vectors, mean of the samples, and number of samples in
the cluster. Adapting a cluster Nc results in the new values
Enew

nc , V new
nc , µnew

nc , Mnew
nc using Vnc, Enc, Mnc, µnc and

the test sample Tnew. As the new values are directly com-
puted from the previously computed values, there is no
space overhead to store all the training samples, and the co-
variance matrices.
4.2. Adapting set of free samples

Adapting the set of free samples of a class involves
adding the new sample to the set, and clustering these sam-
ples, if needed. The following steps outline the process of
adapting the set of free samples of a class.

1. Add the new sample Tnew to the set Sc of free samples
of the class c.

2. If the number of samples in Sc exceeds a threshold,
cluster samples in Sc. This results in a new set of clus-
ters and free samples of class c. Create the ASM of the
new clusters as described in Algorithm-1.

If the number of free samples in a set exceeds a given
threshold, they are clustered to ensure creation of models
if sufficient number of samples of a rarely occurring style
is encountered. The threshold value was determined em-
pirically and set to 3 times the value of MinClusterSize.
Adapting the set of free samples results in a modified set of
free samples and/or increased number clusters of the class.

The adaptation framework follows different strategies
for correct and incorrect recognition of test samples.
4.3. Adaptation in event of correct recogni-

tion

Adaptation is needed even if the decision made by clas-
sifier was correct. This is to ensure that when the system
starts with a small training set, each cluster gets sufficient
number of samples over time to construct accurate models.

In the event of correct recognition, the following steps are
carried out:

1. Identify whether the test sample was closer to a cluster
or to a free sample of the class.

2. If the sample was closer to a cluster, and the number of
samples in the cluster was less than a threshold, adapt
the cluster as described in Section-4.1. This is to en-
sure that model does not over-fit with large number of
training samples. The threshold value was determined
empirically and set to 10.

3. If the sample was closer to a free sample, adapt the set
of free samples, as described in Section-4.2.

4.4. Adaptation in event of incorrect recog-
nition

When decision made by the recognizer is incorrect, the
model corresponding to the true class of the test sample is
modified. The incorrect recognition could be because of
a totally new style of the true class being encountered for
recognition, or a poor model of one of the existing styles.
Following steps are carried out in order to adapt shape
model in the event of incorrect recognition.

1. Identify the true class of the mis-recognized sample.

2. Identify whether the sample was closer to a model of
one of the clusters of the class, or to a free sample.

3. If the sample was closer to a model, always adapt the
model as described in Section-4.1.

4. If the sample was closer to a free sample, adapt the set
of free samples, as described in Section-4.2.

5. Experiments and Results
In order to evaluate the performance of Active-DTW us-

ing the proposed adaptation framework, we used the HP
Labs Isolated Handwritten Tamil Character Dataset [2].
The dataset consists of approximately 500 isolated samples
each of 156 Tamil characters written by native Tamil writ-
ers.

Preprocessing and Feature Extraction Lipi Toolkit [1]
was used for preprocessing and feature extraction. The
character samples were size-normalized and resampled to
60 equidistant points. Then, point-based features were ex-
tracted from the preprocessed samples using the PointFloat
feature extractor in Lipi Toolkit. The features at each point
consisted of normalized coordinate values and the angles
made at each point with the previous and next point in the
stroke.



Training strategy Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
from Lipi Toolkit was used to cluster the training samples
of each class into a number of clusters determined by the
L-method. In order to train the Active-DTW classifier, a
variance of 4 times the eigenvalues was used to generate the
allowed deformation samples.

Evaluation strategy The performance of adaptation was
computed as average accuracies over various bins, where
each bin consists of a specified number of test samples. Ac-
curacy in each bin was computed as the average accuracy
on samples of the bin and a specified number of samples
(overlap) from the previous bin. The final accuracy was
computed over a specified number of samples (final bin).

Experiment 1: Performance of Active-DTW with adap-
tation In order to simulate a realistic application scenario,
6 samples selected randomly per class were used as initial
training samples and 20 samples per class were used for
recognition and adaptation. The samples were presented
randomly across classes during testing and the accuracies
were computed over bins of 150 samples, with an overlap
of 30 samples across bins.

It can be observed from Figure-1 that while average ac-
curacy of the basic Active-DTW classifier without adapta-
tion remains almost constant over time, the accuracy with
adaptation improves. The average accuracy in the final bin
of size 150 without adaptation was observed to be 62%,
while that with adaptation was observed to be 98%. This
clearly shows that adaptation allowed the shape models to
be morphed to account for the new styles coming from the
new samples during testing.

Experiment 2: Comparison with nearest-neighbor clas-
sifier using AddAndLvq adaptation strategy We com-
pared the performance of Active-DTW classifier using the
proposed adaptation framework, with a nearest-neighbor
classifier using the AddAndLvq adaptation strategy (de-
scribed in Section-3). The AddAndLvq strategy was chosen
for comparison since it is one of the best performing adap-
tation strategies in terms of recognition accuracy, described
in Vuori’s work. Further, it is similar to our strategy in that
it adds the sample to the model (i.e. prototype set) if the
sample is incorrectly recognized, and morphs the model, if
the sample is correctly recognized.

As the adaptation strategy of Active-DTW supports
adaptation to begin with zero training samples, no initial
training of Active-DTW was performed, while 2 number of
training samples were used to train nearest neighbor classi-
fier. For adaptation, 3096 samples (20 samples per charac-
ter) were presented randomly across classes.

The accuracies were computed over bins of 50 samples,
with an overlap of 10 samples and final bin of 100 sam-
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Figure 1. Recognition performance of Active-
DTW with adaptation

ples. It can be observed from Figure-2 that the performance
of the Active-DTW classifier using the proposed adaptation
framework is comparable with that of the NN-classifier us-
ing the AddAndLvq adaptation strategy.

Although the accuracies obtained by the two classifiers
are comparable, the memory requirements for model data
for Active-DTW are significantly smaller. It can be ob-
served from Figure-3 that both the rate of increase as well as
final size of the model data for the NN-classifier are signifi-
cantly greater that of Active-DTW. This is because AddAn-
dLvq adds samples on every mis-recognition, while adap-
tation of Active-DTW generally adapts the existing Active
Shape Models, and only occasionally adds it as a free sam-
ple. Time taken to adapt the Active-DTW classifier was
observed to be significantly lesser than time taken using
AddAndLvq strategy for NN-classifier. While the adapta-
tion framework for Active-DTW took 841 seconds for 3096
samples, AddAndLvq took 4334 seconds on the same pro-
cessor.

6. Conclusions
A novel framework to adapt the Active-DTW classifier

has been proposed in the paper. Such an adaptation frame-
work is particularly useful for rapidly deploying recogniz-
ers for new scripts, since the initial requirements for train-
ing data can be very small. A considerable improvement
in accuracy of the Active-DTW over time was shown em-
pirically using the proposed adaptation strategy. Also, the
performance was shown to be comparable with that of the
AddAndLvq strategy used with a nearest neighbor classi-
fier. The memory requirements for the model data file for
Active-DTW recognizer and time taken for adaptation was
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Figure 2. Comparison of nearest-neighbor
and Active-DTW classifiers using respective
adaptation schemes

shown to be significantly less as compared to the nearest-
neighbor classifier.

As future work, we plan to carry out more experiments
and show results on other scripts. We also plan to create bet-
ter models for the classes to capture discriminative content
of different characters.
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